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Abstract: Brain tumor is a life threatening disease due to unusual growth of cells in the brain. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a 

well-known imaging technique for assessment of brain tumorgrowth. However, intensity inhomogeneity in MRI, partial volume effect 

(PVE) and diverse nature of tumor render a challenging task for automatic segmentation of brain tumors from MRI images. We aim 

to present a framework for automatic brain tumor segmentation that effectively tackles all major challenges. In the proposed 

framework, intensity inhomogeneities in the MRI images are standardized using an Enhanced HomomorphicUnsharp Masking 

algorithm. Following intensity inhomogeneity correction, Improved Multiple Kernel Fuzzy CMeans clustering algorithm is employed 

for segmentation of brain tumor from MRI image.The proposed framework overcomes PVE and form more generalized clusters, thus 

proved to be effective for images with diverse tumor shape. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, it is 

compared with four other clustering algorithms using different validation measures. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Brain tumor is the consequence of  abnormal growth of cells in brain. If it is not diagnosised at the 

earlier stage, it can lead to death[1]. Automatic segmentation of brain tumors from MRI (Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging)images plays a vital role for clinical assessment and treatment planning[2,3]. 

However, automatic segmentation of brain tumor from MRI remains a tedious task due to ambiguous 

boundaries between normal and abnormal tissues. Moreover, the size, shape and position of brain tumor 

varies with persons. Literature provides lot of methods for MR brain tumor segmentation [4-6]. Among the 

existing techniques, fuzzy segmentation techniques could retain more details in MRI than hard 

segmentation methods and are thus focused more in MRI [7]. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithmis 

awell known fuzzy segmentation method which provides the flexibility of allowing pixels to occupy 

multiple clusters and thus tends to overcome Partial Volume Effect (PVE). In FCM, tasks of PVE and 

segmentation are interleaved iteratively to yield better results. However, the FCM algorithm fails to form 

generalized clusters, and it is sensitive to noise. To overcome these problems, many researchers have 

concentrated on modifying the objective function of FCM [8]. FCM algorithm is useful only for spherical 

shape clusters due to the presence of Euclidean distance norm in its objective function. In recent years, 

kernel FCM (KFCM) addresses the problem of spherical clusters by mapping data with nonlinear 

relationships to appropriate feature space using kernel tricks [9]. Kernel selection plays an essential role in 

effective clustering. Unfortunately, the right combination of kernels limits its performance. To overcome 

this, Huang et al. [10] introduced the Multiple Kernel FCM clustering algorithm (MKFCM) by extending 

multiple kernels to fuzzy clustering. MKFCM incorporates multiple kernels and automatically adjusts 

kernel weights, thus immune to irrelevant features and kernels. MKFCM clustering algorithm overcomes 

geometric allied problem in FCM algorithm, but due to the absence of efficient spatial information, it is 

sensitive to noise. 

Improved Multiple Kernel Fuzzy C Means (IMKFCM) Clustering algorithm produces promising results 

against noise[11]. But still intensity inhomogenity remains a problem. Several methods have been 

proposed to perform intensity inhomogeneity correction in MR images[12]. In the proposed framework, 

the intensity inhomogeneity in MR image is corrected using Enhanced Homomorphic Unsharp Masking 
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(EHUM) algorithm [13] before applying the IMKFCM algorithm. The framework effectively tackles the 

challenges present in MRI brain tumor segmentation. 

 

Methodology 

In the proposed framework,the intensity inhomogeneity of the input MR image is corrected using 

Enhanced Homomorphic Unsharp Masking (EHUM) algorithm followed by brain tumor segmentation 

using IMKFCM clustering algorithm.The overall flow diagram of the proposed framework is shown in 

Figure 1. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intensity inhomogeneity correction 

The imaging protocol and scanner used in MRI affect the intensity value of MRI. The intensity 

inhomogeneity arising from the radio frequency coil in MR imaging obstructs the diagnostic process of a 

physician. Such inhomogeneities afford difficulties in processing MR images as they produce spatial 

variations in tissue statistics. To correct the intensity variations of the MRI, an Enhanced 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1  Flow diagram of the proposed method 
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HomomorphicUnsharp Masking (EHUM) method is used as a pre-processing step.The approach for 

intensity inhomogeneity correction is summarized below: 

 

1. Find out the region of interest ‘R’ of input image ‘P’  

2. Find the log transform of input image ‘P’ 

3. Use low pass filter to both input image and region of interest. Let it be PLlog and RL 

4. Compute pixel by pixel division of PLlog and RL 

5. Determine the difference between the images obtained in Step 2 and Step 4 and 

express in exponential form. This indicates the bias field. 

6. Perform dynamic compression to obtain the bias-corrected image. The linear 

mapping of the restored image intensity  Rx from the interval [P1, P2] (P1 and P2 represent 

the range of intensities of interest) to standard scale [S1, S2] (S1 and S2 represent the 

minimum and maximum intensities respectively) is expressed as: 

Y = S1 +
Rx − P1

P2 − P1

(S1 − S2) (1)  

7. where Y indicates the image obtained from the intensity mapping.  

8. The intensity mapped image is normalized to the original gray level dynamics using 

dynamic compression. The corrected image IC is restored from the mapped image using the 

following dynamic compression expression with min(Y) as minimum of Y and max(Y) 

maximum of Y:  

IC =
Y − min(Y)

max(Y) − min(Y)
max(Y) (2)  

 

 

Segmentation 

MKFCM clustering algorithm efficiently overcomes the geometric allied problem in FCM algorithm, 

but due to the absence of efficient spatial information, it is sensitive to noise. In the existing MKFCM 

algorithm, spatial information is incorporated in the form of kernel function which does not produce 

considerable effect on noise. Generally, the neighborhood pixels are highly correlated in spatial domain. 

Therefore, if the segmentation algorithm fails to incorporate the relationship between the neighbourhood 

pixels, the performance of the algorithm would be minimized due to the effect of noise. To circumvent this 

short coming, in IMKFC Clustering algorithm local neighbourhood information is integrated in the 

similarity measure of objective function. 

The objective function of the proposed algorithm is defined as 

JGA−IMKFCM = ∑ ∑ Uik
mn

k=1 ‖ΨL(xk) − ΨL(vi)‖2                                                             c
i=1 (3) 

 The membership function Uik is updated as

 

Uik =
1

∑ (
Dik

2

Djk
2 )

1
m−1

c
j=1

                                                                                         (4) 

where m is the fuzzy coefficient,  and  Dik   is the similarity measure which is given as 

Dik
2 = ‖ΨL(xk) − ΨL(vi)‖2                                                                          (5) 
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Incorporating spatial neighborhood information   in the similarity measure results in 

Dik
2 = ∑ ‖ΨL(xk) − ΨL(vi)‖M

j=1

2
gik                                                                     (6)

 
 The spatial information gik is defined as 

gik = (1 − βHik)           (7)

  Here, Hik  indicates spatial function, and  βϵ[0,1]  is neighborhood attraction parameter that 

controls the significance of neighboring pixels on center pixel xk. The value of  β between 0 and 1 

indicates the influence of neighboring pixels on center pixel.  

The spatial function  Hik  is defined as 

Hik =
∑ UiaSka

Na
a=1

∑ Ska
Na
a=1

               (8) 

Here, Na denotes the number of neighbors adjoining the center pixel xk in any square window of size 

p X p, Uia is the membership degree of the neighbouring  pixel xa to the cluster i. Similar to the 

membership function in Equation (2),  Uia reprsents the probability that neighbor pixel  xa belongs to 

cluster i. The spatial factor Ska relies on spatial relationship Ska
(s)

 and gray level relationship Ska
(g)

and is 

defined as 

Ska =
Ska

(g)

S
ka
(s) (9) 

The gray level relationship 𝑆𝑘𝑎
(𝑔)

defines the absolute gray level differences between 𝑥𝑘and its neighbor 

𝑥𝑎  as 

𝑆𝑘𝑎
(𝑔)

= ‖𝑥𝑘 − 𝑥𝑎‖                                                     (10) 

𝑆𝑘𝑎
(𝑔)

  reflects the degree of gray value similarity in a window. It exhibits low values in homogeneous 

region and high values in the noise corrupted regions. 

The spatial relationship 𝑆𝑘𝑎
(𝑠)

  defines the squared Euclidean distance between the coordinates (𝑆𝑘, 𝑡𝑘) 

and  (𝑆𝑎, 𝑡𝑎)   of elements 𝑥𝑘 and  𝑥𝑎  respectively as 

𝑆𝑘𝑎
(𝑠)

  = (𝑆𝑘 − 𝑆a)2 + (𝑡𝑘 − 𝑡𝑎)2 (11) 

The spatial function eliminates the effect of noise in the clustering process. 

 

Algorithm 

 

 Step 1: Initialization. Set number of clusters c, fuzzification degree m, kernels, stop criterion ∈ , 

and max iteration Imax. 

 Initialize the membership matrix𝑈𝑖𝑘 

 Step 2: Computation and updating parameters  

 for t = 1,2,…. Imax. ,  

 Randomly initialize membership matrix U0 
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 Compute the spatial information  𝑔𝑖𝑘 using Eqn(7) 

 Compute the similarity measure using Eqn(6) 

 Compute the membership value 𝑈𝑖𝑘using Eqn(4) with  the  similarity measure in Eqn(6) 

 Update membership value  𝑈𝑖𝑘 

 Compute the distance by Eqn(6) 

 Update membership𝑈𝑖𝑘 

 Repeat steps  (b-g)  

 Step 3:Check for the termination condition: Compute until ||U(t)-U(t-1)|| <∈ . Stop 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 In this section, experiments for evaluation of the proposed algorithm are presented and compared 

with some reported clustering algorithms and other state-of-the-art segmentation methods. This section 

presents the quantitative and qualitative results of applying the proposed algorithm to MR brain tumor 

images. 

 For all reported clustering algorithms and proposed clustering algorithm, the value of  fuzzification 

coefficient is set as 1.12, the number of clusters is set as 2 and stopping criteria is considered as 0.0001 for 

maximum iteration of 50. The value of coefficient b required for MKFCM and the proposed algorithm is 

set as 1.5. Also for the proposed algorithm and SCFCM algorithm, neighborhood size of 3x3 with a 

neighborhood attraction parameter value 1 is used. All the experiments are computed using MATLAB 

2010Rb software with 2.6GHz Pentium processor. The proposed framework is applied to the images in the 

BRATS database [14]. Then, the proposed algorithm is used for the segmentation of   brain tumor from 

clinical real data.  

Figure 2(a) shows a MRI sample images. The sample MRI image is corrupted by intensity 

inhomogeneity and noise due to the imaging nature of the device. Figure 2(b) shows the intensity corrected 

image of the sample image in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(c) shows the tumor segmented using IMKFCM 

algorithm. 

 

   

Figure 2  (a) Sample MRI image (b) Intensity 

inhomogeneity corrected image (c)Segmented 

output 

Performance Evaluation 

To check the effectiveness of segmentation methods, various validation techniques are in practice. In 

this work, the performance of the proposed methos is assessed using various validation measures such as 

Dice Coefficient (𝐷𝐶) and Segmentation accuracy (𝑆𝐴). 

𝐷𝐶 =  
2|𝐺∩𝑆|

(|𝐺|+|𝑆|)
                                                       (12) 
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𝑆𝐴 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓 p𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠
                                                                            (13) 

 

 

 

 

     

     
     

Figure 3  Resultse  of various clustering algorithms a)MRI slices b)FCM c) MKFCM d) IMKFCM 

and e)  Proposed method 

 

The two samples of  low grade BRATS MRI slices used for evaluation is shown in Figure 3(a) Figure 

3(b) to Figure 3(2) show the segmentation results obtained using FCM, MKFCM, IMKFCM, and the 

proposed framework respectively. It can be observed from Figure 3(b) that some classification error exists 

in FCM algorithm. Figure 3(c) shows that MKFCM algorithm produces more general clusters, but still is 

sensitive to noise. However as in  

Figure 3(d) IMKFCM algorithm is less immune to noise than the proposed framework but more effective 

than FCM algorithm. The results of the proposed algorithm for brain tumor segmentation are shown in 

Figure 3(e).By visually analyzing the results, it is evident that the proposed framework provides better 

results compared to the other clustering algorithms.  

 The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated with some other state-of-the-art methods 

involving spatial constraints using Dice Coefficient and segmentation accuracy are shown in Table 1.  

 

TABLE 1. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS  

Images Dice Coefficient Segmentation Accuracy (%) 

FCM MKFCM IMKFCM Proposed  

method 

FCM MKFCM IMKFCM Proposed  

method 

1 0.86 0.88 0.92 0.95 88 89 91 94.4 

2 0.81 0.87 0.89 0.93 83 83 90 93.5 

3 0.77 0.76 0.91 0.92 74 82 88 92 
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III. CONCLUSION 

  In this paper,  IMKFCM clustering algorithm is applied to the intensity standardised MRI images 

to perform brain tumor segmentation.Results have demonstrated that the proposed approach efficiently 

segment brain tumors in MRI images overcoming the major challenges such as intensity inhomgenity, 

PVE and noise. Future work is focused on extending the proposed approach using deep learning networks. 
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